
FOR THE COUNCIL MEETING OF APRIL 19, 2011 

COUNCIL AGENDA REPORT 

April 19, 2011 

TO: City Council 

FROM: Tim Ness, City Manager 
Prepared by: Lawrence W. Appel, Community Development Director 

SUBJECT: ESTABLISHMENT OF A FEE FOR SPECIFIC BUILDING PERMITS AND 
RECOMMENDATION TO APPROVE NEW FEES FOR THE PLANNING 
DIVISION OF THE COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT DEPARTMENT, 
PUBLIC WORKS/ENGINEERING DIVISION, AND CITY ATTORNEY'S 
OFFICE 

RECOMMENDATION: 

That the City Council: 

1) Increase by five percent the processing fee on specific building permits 
(except those exempted in Attachment 1) for additional efforts required to 
plan check and inspect projects utilizing the 2010 Green Building Code, 
2008 California Energy Code, and the Accessibility codes, based on SB 
1608 (Exhibit A, attached hereto and incorporated); and 

2) Establish fees for services of the Planning Division for which no fees have 
been previously collected (as shown in Attachment 2, attached hereto 
and incorporated); and 

3) Establish fees for services of the Public Works/Engineering Division for 
which no fees have been previously collected (as shown in Attachment 3, 
attached hereto and incorporated); and 

4) Establish fees for services of the City Attorney's Office for which no fees 
have been previously collected (as shown in Attachment 4, attached 
hereto and incorporated), and 

5) Approve Resolution 2011-40 to increase or establish new development 
fees for the City of Santa Maria. 

BACKGROUND: 

On March 16, 2010, the City Council previewed the budget for fiscal 2010-12. At that 
time, staff notified Council that the City was expecting an $8 million shortfall for 2010-11 
with another $7.8 million anticipated in 2011-12. That shortfall has now grown to over 
$9 million for the upcoming fiscal year. The City Manager's Office identified a number 
of options to reduce costs and increase revenues in order to achieve a balanced 
budget. Since the Community Development Department receives approximately 59 
percent of its operating budget from the General Fund, staff suggested reviewing the 
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fees to see if a higher fee recovery under Current Planning could be borne by the 
applicant rather than the general public. Any additional fees paid by the applicant would 
directly reduce the impact on the City's budget. After discussing this issue briefly, the 
City Council unanimously authorized staff to explore new fees. That review and 
analysis of fees provides the basis of the following report. 

Objective L.U.2g of the Land Use Element "ensures that development 'pays its own 
way' by minimizing publicly financed and maintained facilities, and assume that 
development will be phased with construction and provision of supporting 
infrastructure. .. This report will show that many of the regular functions of Current 
Planning are not compensated by the applicant, as they are in all other jurisdictions in 
the surrounding communities. A fee comparison was made with the following agencies: 
County of Santa Barbara, and the Cities of San Luis Obispo, Lompoc, Pismo Beach, 
Santa Barbara, Goleta and Buellton. 

The Building Division has been required to provide more detailed plan checking and 
inspections due to numerous building code revisions and additions. The Department is 
recommending the addition of a five percent increase on building permits that require 
the extra attention. This will be fully discussed below. 

Finally, this report will discuss requests of the Public Works/Engineering Division and 
the City Attorney's Office to require fees for their participation in the development review 
process of discretionary projects. To date, no fees have been collected from the 
developers or applicants. All services have been covered by the general public through 
use of the General Fund. The proposed fees are shown in Attachments 3 and 4 
respectively. 

Three workshops were held for the development community to provide input during the 
process of determining the proposed fees. Local developers and building trade 
representatives were in attendance. The dates of the workshops were: July 8 and 
August 26, 2010, and March 30, 2011. Comments ranged from understanding and 
reluctant acceptance of the need for the new fees to some who totally opposed the fees. 

In 2004, the City contracted with Maximus, Inc. to prepare a cost allocation plan which 
covered, in part, the fees charged by the Community Development Department. One of 
the stated goals of the report preparer was to calculate and recommend a flat fee for the 
local jurisdiction such that increased revenues would cover the costs of providing 
services. A report was made to the Council on May 15, 2005 by the Administrative 
Services Director in which a recommendation was made to adopt a resolution to 
"approve proposed adjustments to General Fund user fees." Resolution No. 2005-79 
was approved unanimously. The fees covered 47 separate planning tasks. Each year 
since the 2005 adoption of the fee schedule, the fees have been adjusted up or down 
based on the lower of two indices. In the past six years, the fees have been raised and 
lowered a net of +8.74%. Staff has verified in each subsequent year that the 47 
separate fees have been adjusted exactly according to these indices. With the adopted 
fee increases and decreases over the years, the hourly rate would now be $102 per 
hour, although the current fee structure does not provide for hourly billing. This hourly 
rate is very competitive with the other agencies that were studied ($58-$255/hr). This 
rate will be used when comparing the City's fee structure to other agencies. 
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DISCUSSION: 

Current Planning Revenue: 

The planning function is divided between Current Planning and Advance Planning. The 
current 2010-11 budget shows that the Current Planning function costs the City 
approximately $756,000 while the Advance Planning function costs approximately 
$526,407. There are no plans to charge fees for any of the Advanced Planning 
functions. 

The Advanced Planning unit is responsible for the following: 
• updating and maintaining the General Plan elements 
• maintaining various data bases for use by staff and the general public 
• updating and maintaining the Specific Plans 
• providing CEQA support to other City departments 
• support to general public, school districts, local realtors 
• LAFCo annexations and follow-up 
• support to Santa Barbara County Association of Governments (SBCAG) 
• zoning ordinance text amendments 

The Current Planning unit is responsible for: 
• all permit processing (ministerial and discretionary) 
• support to the general public (counter, phone, email)withfollow-upletters.as 

needed 
• review of all plan checks for the Building Division 
• support to the Code Compliance unit 
• early consultation on site plan and design 

The 2010-11 budget was developed with the Current Planning unit projected to receive 
20 percent of its operating budget through recovery of fees. The unit is anticipated to 
end the year with 21 percent reimbursement through permit fees. Since a majority of the 
time is spent processing discretionary permits for private applicants, that means that the 
City's General Fund is essentially underwriting the cost of permit processing for a very 
small segment of the community. While it can be shown that there is some benefit to 
the entire community when development like a new shopping center or medical offices 
open, or additional housing stock is offered, the direct cost of permit processing in the 
City is generally borne by the public. 

Development Costs Paid by Taxpayers or the Applicant/Developer: 

Almost all services to the general public are covered through the General Fund. Some 
departments are able to recover a portion of those costs for services where it has been 
determined that there is a personal benefit, not appropriate for the General Fund to 
cover. For example, residents may utilize any of the 27 public parks and fields during 
regular hours without paying. The various taxes paid by residents ultimately cover these 
costs and services through the General Fund. 
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However, if a group area is reserved in one of the parks, then there is a fee to the group 
to cover the added costs, It wouldn't seem fair to have the taxpayers cover this cost 
since it would benefit a very small group. The same type of situation applies to the 
Public Works Department. The general public is able to receive assistance such as 
locating property lines and utility lines, but if the resident needed an encroachment 
permit, then he would be required to pay for that permit. The tasks noted above for the 
Planning Division also identify services that are provided to the public where the 
General Fund is clearly the source of support, This report recommends that services 
and tasks performed by staff for the primarv benefit of an individual or corporation need 
to have a larger portion of that benefit paid for by the developer, not the taxpayer, 

Now that the City is projecting another multi-million dollar deficit, staff has been directed 
by City Council to study the current fee structure to determine if additional revenue 
should be generated which could help offset the use of the General Fund. The fee 
study is only recommending enhancing revenues through assessment of fees for tasks 
that have not been previously charged, No increases in existing fees are proposed, 
And, all proposed fees are already being paid by applicants/developers in other local 
jurisdictions, 

Proposed Planning Fee Amendments: 

The purpose of the planning fee study was to identify planning tasks where no fees 
were being charged. A survey of all planning staff was conducted in April, 2010 to 
identify: 1) unfunded tasks; 2) the average number of hours required to complete the 
tasks; and 3) the number of times the task was completed per year, Those figures were 
then averaged and are presented in Attachment 2, This table reflects the anticipated 
revenue for each task, as well as an annual total for all unfunded tasks, 

If the proposed fees had been in place for the current fiscal year, the division would 
have been able to generate approximately $135,000. This would result in 
approximately 38% funding of the Current Planning unit for the 2010-11 fiscal year and 
thus would reduce the General Fund support of the unit. A study by the Governor's 
Office of Planning and Research (2005) showed that agencies throughout the State 
charge anywhere from 5% to 100% of the actual cost to the planning agency, 
Additionally, some agencies add a General Plan Maintenance fee or a Technical fee to 
cover some of the costs to Advance Planning or computer system upgrades through 
Government Code Section 66014, As an example, Santa Barbara County charges 
$10, 19/hour for general plan maintenance and $2,61 for a technical fee, These charges 
are included as part of their $182/hour processing fee. The City does not have these 
fees included in the current fee schedule. 

Most existing planning application fees do not capture the actual processing costs, The 
Department simply requests that a larger portion of the processing costs be borne by 
the developer/applicant, since these tasks are routinely paid for in all other agencies. 

The City of Santa Maria will never request a fee increase equal to the full cost of the 
planners and support staff (salary, benefits, and retirement) as some agencies do, 
Santa Maria has always been known as a "developer friendly" community. This is 
evidenced by the fact that fees have increased less than nine percent over the past six 
years, resulting in fees well below other local agencies, The General Fund portion of 
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the unit's costs also supports an average of 73 hours of counter/public contact every 
week. The level of support to the public will not be affected by the request for increased 
fees. 

Current Unfunded Tasks: 

The Current Planning unit has identified 21 separate tasks that are provided to the 
development community with no charge. These tasks are also performed by the other 
agencies and fees are charged for those tasks. A description of some of these tasks is 
provided below. Staff will be prepared to discuss any of the tasks identified in 
Attachment 2. 

Development Agreements: The City has processed three agreements in the past year 
for Windset Farms, Cole Enterprise, and Siena Apartments. Since there is no adopted 
fee listed for this task on the City's fee schedule, staff processed all three for free. It 
was estimated that the agreements required 40-100 hours each for Planning and 
Engineering, and other departments were also involved. 

Plan Check Review: All building permits issued by the City must be reviewed and 
approved by a planner before the permit can be issued. Fees are collected for the plan 
check and inspections by the Building Division, but those fees are based on the cost to 
the Building Division. Some of these permits are minor and are approved over the 
counter. However, there are permits that require many hours of review. Staff is 
estimating that during any year, there are over 900 minor permits and over 600 permits 
requiring more extensive review by a planner. 

Master Planned Development (PD): Recently, developers have requested that staff 
process planned development applications for projects where there are multiple 
buildings on separate parcels. Normally that would require a separate permit fee for 
each parcel, but staff has continued to process upwards of 50 buildings along with sets 
of design standards all for a single PD Permit fee of $4,331. This falls woefully short of 
the actual cost of processing the application. Staff is recommending that a double fee 
be collected for projects involving three or more parcels. 

SUbstantial Conformities: There are times when, prior to construction, developers 
change the design of a project. It requires additional time for the planner to analyze the 
revisions, compare to the conditions of approval, and then provide a letter. Staff 
sometimes spends upwards of 20-30 hours working with the developer to get the 
changes reviewed and approved. There are no fees to cover staff time. 

Final Map Clearance: All parcel maps and subdivisions that are processed by the City 
must receive final clearance prior to recordation. Staff must review the maps to ensure 
that they are consistent with the approved exhibit. Additionally, staff must ensure that 
all conditions have been met prior to recordation. No fees are collected for this task. 

Revised Planned DevelopmenUConditional Use Permit; Specific Plan/General Plan 
Amendments: These are more examples of planning tasks for which no fees are 
charged. Some require extensive research before a decision is made. In most cases, 
this is followed by Plan Check Review which also receives no compensation for 
planners. 
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Pre-Application/Conceptual Review: Staff often reviews preliminary plans and projects 
for developers to offer suggestions on how to make the project consistent with City 
regulations. At times, projects are brought before the Planning Commission or City 
Council to introduce the project and to receive non-binding comments from the decision 
makers. The current fee is only $82, which covers less than one hour of staff time. 
Staff believes that the future applicants should be encouraged to seek early consultation 
so that the formal application and project can be better designed. The flat fee for this 
service is proposed to be $102. 

Comparison of Fees with Other Agencies: 

The Department studied the fees of other local agencies and found that the City's 
unfunded tasks are currently charged by other local agencies. Attachment 5, Agency 
Fee Comparison, shows the cost of permit processing in other agencies. The table 
shows that it is considerably less costly to process in Santa Maria than in other 
agencies. As an example, a Specific Plan amendment in Santa Maria is currently free 
but is proposed to cost $2,269. Current fees in other agencies range from $8,700 to 
$12,505. The comparison table highlights those fees that are being suggested to be 
charged in Santa Maria while also showing what the other agencies currently charge for 
the same process. 

Proposed Building Permit Fee Increase: 
In addition to a recommendation for planning fees, the Department is also requesting 
that a fee be added to certain building permit fees based on the additional staff time it 
requires to plan check and inspect projects involving Accessibility, Energy Codes, and 
the 2010 California Green Building Code. 

The 2008 California Energy Code became effective January 1, 2010. This code 
includes new provisions for "Cool Roof Requirements," mechanical ventilation, new 
swimming pool requirements, HVAC requirements, plus other changes which even 
affect reroof permits. Our previous energy code, the 2007 version, had 110 pages. 
This new code has 169 pages, an increase of 65 percent. Additional plan check time is 
required, additional training is required, and it takes an inspector much longer to 
perform energy inspections than it did a few years ago when our user codes were 
adopted. 

The 2010 Green Building Code adds 197 pages of new code and became effective 
January 2011. This code is now mandatory, where it had been voluntary. The code will 
require many new processing procedures, new areas of plan check and many new 
areas of inspection. 

Certified Accessibility Specialist Program (CASp). There have been some major 
code changes since our last budget. The California legislature passed SB1608 last 
year to create the Certified Accessibility Specialist Program (CASp). This bill amended 
several State laws, but the most important to the City are changes in certifications 
required for plan checkers and building inspectors. We now have two CASp inspectors, 
the Building Official and the Chief Building Inspector. This satisfies the State 
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requirements until January 1, 2014 when all inspectors and all plan checkers must be 
certified. The certification process is long and extensive training is required. The costs 
are: registration $500, exam $800 (per attempt), and certification $300. Additionally, 
each inspector and plan checker will be required to obtain this certification. Eight hours 
of continuing education are required every three years. In addition to certification, the 
law strengthens the requirements of the City to plan check and inspect Federal ADA 
requirements. This has never been done before, but now adds many hours to staff 
time. This new law allows the local agency to increase building permit fees to cover the 
additional expenses. 

The fee increase should be added to all permits except those which do not show any 
accessibility, energy features, or evoke any green building requirements. Of course the 
majority of permit applications would be subject to the fee increase - perhaps 80% (by 
total permit cost, not simple numbers of permits). Using this figure, the Department 
would estimate the following revenue increase: 

2010-11 projected revenues: $1,031.000 x 80% x 5% = $41.240. 

These fees would increase revenues in the Division by approximately four percent. This 
fee would not cover all the increases in plan checking and extra inspections, but it would 
help offset the added tasks. 

Exempt types of permits: The Division has identified a number of categories where the 
surcharge would not be added. These categories include, but are not limited to: 

1. Electrical panels 
2. Temporary Power 
3. Grading-rough, stockpile, and remedial 
4. Demolition 
5. Generators only 
6. Shelving and Racks 
7. Microwave towers 
8. Residential patio covers and decks 
9. Gas, water, and sewer lines 

Fees for Other Departments: 

The Engineering Division of Public Works has certain fees that can be charged for 
various types of development applications. Their Department is in a similar situation as 
Community Development wherein certain tasks are performed without compensation. 
Their Department would request that three fees be included with this requested fee 
modification as follows: 

Development Agreement 
Specific Plan (stand alone) 
Specific Plan (amendment) 

$3,393 
$4,803 
$1,538 

The City Attorney's Office provides regular support to the Community Development and 
Public Works departments as those staff members review applications and pre
applications for development approval. The work consists of legal research, drafting 
legal instruments and documents, reviewing and adding particulars to form legal 
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documents, drafting and responding to proposed conditions of approval and attending 
staff and Planning Commission meetings. For each application or pre-application 
requiring the involvement of an attorney, a minimum amount of attomey time is spent in 
these functions. The proposed fee structure below has been developed by 
documenting the minimum time spent on various types of applications over the past 20 
years, and multiplying that minimum time by the attorney outside billing rate of 
$129/hour. As such, the proposed fees do not exceed the cost to provide the services. 
In addition, the fees assume that the attomey creates or reviews a document only one 
time. The City Attomey requests that the fees shown in Attachment 4 be collected for 
his staffs review of development permits and entitlements. 

Conclusion: 

The City Council must balance the need to identify additional revenue sources (thereby 
reducing demands on the General Fund) with a continued tradition of keeping the City's 
permit process as "developer friendly." Attachment 5 shows that even with the 
recommended fee modifications, the new fees charged by the City of Santa Maria 
remain the lowest of the noted local agencies. Supporting the new fees at this time will 
ensure that a portion of the department's costs could be offset by the local development 
community and not rely so heavily on the General Fund. 

Fiscal Considerations: 
The result of the fee amendment could increase the Department's annual revenues by 
approximately $176,000 (Building - $41,000; Planning - $135,000). This added 
departmental revenue would reduce the use of General Funds which could then be 
directed to other departments within the City. Projected revenue for Public Works and 
the City Attorney's Office could each recover approximately $10,000 per year, if the fees 
are approved. 

Impact to the Community: 
The Community would continue to receive free public service at the Building and 
Planning counters. The Public Counter is open weekdays from 8-4, including the lunch 
hour. The Community would benefit through a reduction in the use of General Fund 
support for services primarily benefiting the development community. Permit 
processing fees would be increased to the developers while reducing the costs to the 
General Fund. 

Director of Community Development 

ATIACHMENTS: 

Attachment 1 - Building Division Proposed Development Fees 
Attachment 2 - Unfunded Planning Tasks 
Attachment 3 - Public Works/Engineering Proposed Development Fees 
Attachment 4 - City Attorney's Office Proposed Development Fees 
Attachment 5 - Planning Agency Fee Comparisons 



BUILDING DIVISION 
PROPOSED DEVELOPMENT FEES 

Five (5) percent fee increase on specific building permits for additional efforts 
required to plan check and inspect projects utilizing the 2010 Green Building 
Code, 2008 California Energy Code, and the Accessibility codes, based on SB 
1608. 

Exempt tvpes of permits: The Building Division has identified a number of 
categories where the fee increase would not be added. These categories 
include, but are not limited to: 

1. Electrical Panels 

2. Temporary Power 

3. Grading-Rough, Stockpile, and Remedial 

4. Demolition 

5. Generators Only 

6. Shelving and Racks 

7. Microwave Towers 

8. Residential Patio Covers and Decks 

9. Gas, Water, and Sewer Lines 

ATTACHMENT 1 



City of Santa Maria Unfunded Planning Tasks 
Potential Revenue 

TASK (hrs.) Flat Rate I $1021hr. No.fYr. Ann. Rev. 

Plan Check Review 
Over the Counter 25 970 24,250 
Minor - 2 hrs. 204 100 20,400 
Major - 4 hrs. 408 50 20,400 
Master PD - (Com.llnd .) 12 hrs.lplan check 1,224 3 3,672 

Master Planned Development 
3 or more lots 8,662 1 8,662 

Multi-Tenant I Master Sign Plan Review 
Minor - 3 hrs. 306 20 6,120 
Major - 10 hrs. 1,020 3 3,060 

Substantial Conformity 
Minor - 2 hrs. 204 4 816 
Major - 10 hrs. 1,020 2 2.040 

Final Map Clearance 
Parcel wlo Conditions - 1 hr. 102 1 102 
Parcel wI Conditions - 5 hrs. 510 1 510 
Subdivision - 15 hrs. 1,530 2 3,060 

Certificate of Occupancy 
Site Visit - 1 hr. 102 10 1.020 

Zoning Verification Letters 
Minor - 1 hr. 102 5 510 
Major - 4 hrs. 408 2 816 

Specific Plan & General Plan 
Amendments (SPZ) 

In combination w/GPZ 4,202 1 4,202 
Stand-alone SPZ 9,168 0 0 
Minor Amendment 2,269 1 2,269 

Development Fee Worksheet 
(non-applicants) 102 3 306 

Development Agreement 
Stand alone 40 hrs. 4,080 1 4,080 
Concurrent 20 hrs. 0 

ATTACHMENT 2 



City of Santa Maria Unfunded Planning Tasks 
Potential Revenue 

TASK (hrs.) Flat Rate I $102lhr. No.lYr. Ann. Rev. 

Tax Credit Applications 
Minor - 10 hrs. 
Major - 16 hrs. 

DTSP Review 
Minor - Free 
Major - 3 hrs. 

Site Visit (not associated w/disc. project) 
Short - 1 hr. 
Long - 2 hrs. 

Revised/Amended PO/CUP 
Minor - 5 hrs. 
Major - 20 hrs. 

Zoning Ord. Text Amendment 
Minor - 15 hrs. 
Major - 30 hrs. 

Prelim. Architectural Review 

3 hrs. 

Director Interpretation / Determination 
Minor - 3 hrs. 
Major - 7 hrs. 

Pre-Application / Conceptual Review 
Minor review - free 
Major/Conceptual Review 

Tree Replacement Review 
Minor - 2 hrs. 
Major - 10 hrs. 

102 

CEQA Review for Enterprise Fund Depts. 
Exemptions 272 
CEQA documents at public rates varies 

Miscellaneous Research 
Hourly Rate ($102lhr.) 

Annual Projected Revenue 

1.020 
1,632 

o 
306 

102 
204 

510 
2,040 

1,530 
3,060 

306 

306 
714 

102 
1,020 

1 
1 

15 
5 

10 
6 

2 
1 

1 
1 

3 

5 
2 

5 

15 
5 

12 

1,020 
1,632 

o 
1,530 

1,020 
1,224 

1,020 
2,040 

1,530 
3,060 

918 

1,530 
1,428 

510 

1,530 
5,100 

3,264 

$134,651 



PUBLIC WORKS/ENGINEERING 
PROPOSED DEVELOPMENT FEES 

Development Agreement 

Specific Plan (stand alone) 

Specific Plan (amendment) 

$3,393 

$4,803 

$1,538 

ATTACHMENT 3 



CITY ATIORNEY'S OFFICE 
PROPOSED DEVELOPMENT FEES 

Conditional Use Permit 
Minor $ 129 
Major $ 516 

Planned Development 
Minor $ 129 
Major $ 516 

General Plan Amendment 
Minor $ 65 
Major $ 387 

Tract Map $ 258 

Parcel Map $ 129 

Ordinance Amendment $ 516 

Development Agreement $ 516 

Specific Plan 
Stand alone $1,290 
Amendment $ 516 

ATIACHMENT4 



Planning Agency Fee Comparisons 
12011 

Santa Santa Goleta Pismo Buellton SLO SB Lompoc 
Maria Barbara Beach City Co 

Hourly rate 1m ~ 1m 1m IB 18O-]U 1m S123-:lH 

GP Amendment 2,269-5,214 12,410- 10,000' 10,000' 6,400' 14,737 8,000' Hourly 
22,202 

RZ 2,269-5,214 15,505 10,000' 5,340 6,400' 6,053 8,000' Hourly 
POIDP 2,774-4,331 6,160- 5,020 5,835 4,500' 8,068 8,000' Hourly 

21,880 
CUP 2,312-2,945 4,720- 3,020' 3,785 3,900' 2,977 5,000' Hourly 

9,440 
TTM 4,351 9,460- 4,020' 4,202+ 4,600' 8,204+ 8,000' Hourly 

30,000 380!lot 209110t 
TPM 3,817 7,365 2,520' 4,202 3,600' 6,328 5,000' Hourly 
LLA 455 6,695 2,520' 3,000' 1,355 3,000' Hourly 
Appeals 282 395 500- 730 660 250 500 257 

2,000 
Time Extension 242 200 %orig. 950 390 Y. orig. fee 3,000' 680 

fee 
Mitigation Monitoring 185 900 2,000' 315- Hourly --- 500- Hourly 

1140 1,500' 
Signs 92 260 - 810 434 150 390 1,332 155 
Pre-Application! 82 1,625 - 1,000' 3,685 --- 1,300 1,500' 464 
Conceptual Review ~ 3,135 

SP ,2~r 35,685 10,000 Hourly 8,700' 13,486 8,000' Hourly 
,16 

Substantial Conf. Z0+1,.02Q 5,470 548 --- 45 1,012 --- Hourly 
ZO Text Amendment ,530=3,060 14,130 10,000 5,340' 2,700' 8,462 --- Hourly 

ATTACHMENT 5 



Plan Check 

SPAm In 

Development 
A 

Final PM 

Final TM 

--- = Unavailable. 

Santa 
Maria 

08 

Planning Agency Fee Comparisons - April 2011 
Page 2 

Santa Goleta Pismo Buellton SLO City 
Barbara Beach 

7,220 558 - --- 45 + Hourly .44% of 
1,490 plan check 

~ .. ~ 12,505- 1n nnn Hourly 8,700- 1? liAR 

5,545- 10,000 10,000 8,700- ---

~ 02-510 2,430 1,520 --- 3,600- 7,231 

~1 ,530 3,000- 2,520 --- 3,600- 10,868+ 
90/10t 

SB Lompoc 
Co 

680- Hourly 
1 500 
--- Hourly 
--- Hourly 

680- Hourly 
1,500-
3,000- Hourly 

- = Various agencies have identified processing fees (not fixed fees) with an understanding that additional hourly fees will be charged if 
the deposit or initial fee has been exhausted during permit processing, based on the agency's hourly rates. Fees shown without an 
asterisk are processed as a fixed fee with no additional deposits. 

GLOSSARY: 

GP - General Plan Amendment 
SP - Specific Plan 
PDIDP - Planned Development/Development Plan 
CUP - Conditional Use Permit 
RZ- Rezone 
LLA - Lot Line Adjustment 
TPM - Tentative Parcel Map 
TIM - Tentative Tract Map 
ZO - Zoning Ordinance 
PM - Parcel Map 
TM - Tract Map 
Eng - Engineering Department only 
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